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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN ON THE GROWTH OF THE SOLUTIONS OF ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
A. ROSENBLATT In a recent paper, 1 N. Levinson gave four theorems concerning the behaviour of the solutions of the differential equation of elastic vibrations 
The Polish mathematician Z. Butlewski in a paper written in Polish 2 sets (6) (?*•)"'
where i?^&, i<&, and obtains immediately from (2)
we have We can complete Butlewski's theorem by remarking that We can suppose x>0, x'<0, otherwise we should have an infinite number of values t = t il i = l, 2, • • • ; /<->oo, with (27) | xih)\^C exp (y ƒ ' j-*-(^ + (-y-cyy /2 j<*r).
Consider the intervals w S t^ n +1. We have »n+l x'(t)dt, and denoting by #» the maximum of x'(t) in (n> n + l)> x(n) ^ -Xn , Xn = #'(0> n S t n ^ n + 1.
We have
